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1 Billing Items

Huawei Cloud CDN billing includes a basic service fee and additional fee for value-
added services.

● The basic service fee is charged based on traffic or bandwidth generated
when users access CDN nodes.

● The value-added service fee is charged based on the number of whole site
acceleration requests.

Billing Options
Billing
Item

Billed By Description Reference

Basic
service
fee

Traffic You are billed by the traffic used per
hour.

Traffic-
based
Billing

Peak
bandwidth

The system measures and records a
peak bandwidth every 5 minutes, so
288 records are collected per day. The
highest peak bandwidth per day is used
as the billable bandwidth.

Peak
Bandwidth-
based
Billing

95th
percentile
bandwidth

In each calendar month, the peak
bandwidth is measured and recorded
every 5 minutes on each valid day. At
the end of the month, the records are
sorted from the highest to the lowest,
and the top 5% of the records are
thrown away. Then the highest
bandwidth value in the remaining
records is the billable bandwidth of the
month and a bill is generated based on
the contract price.

Billing by
95th
Percentile
Bandwidth
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Billing
Item

Billed By Description Reference

Average
daily peak
bandwidth

At the end of each calendar month, the
system calculates the average of peak
bandwidth of valid days in this month.
The average value is the billable
bandwidth of the month and the bill is
generated based on the contract price.

Billing by
Average
Daily Peak
Bandwidth

Prepaid
traffic
package

You can purchase a traffic package that
suits your needs. Your traffic package is
used first. Traffic consumed beyond the
package will be billed on a pay-per-use
basis.

Prepaid
Traffic
Packages

Value-
added
service
fee

Number of
whole site
acceleration
requests

You are billed by the number of whole
site acceleration requests for dynamic
and static content.

Value-added
Service
Billing

 

NO TE

● The Dashboard page and the Statistical Analysis page on the CDN console display the
logged traffic statistics of acceleration domain names. These statistics are retrieved from
logs at the application level. However, the billable traffic (the actual network traffic) is
7% to 15% higher than the displayed statistics on the Dashboard and Statistical
Analysis pages because the traffic consumed by TCP/IP packet headers and TCP
retransmissions also needs to be counted in. Therefore, the billable traffic will be
typically 10% higher than the statistics displayed on the CDN console.

● CDN billing is global. All acceleration domain names under an account use the same
billing mode.

● CDN traffic packages can be used to deduct fees of traffic generated only in the Chinese
mainland or outside the Chinese mainland.

Pricing Details
Huawei Cloud CDN services in the Chinese mainland and outside the Chinese
mainland are charged separately and have different prices. For details, see Pricing
Details.
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2 Basic Service Billing

2.1 Traffic-based Billing

Scenarios
● Traffic-based billing is suitable if your site traffic fluctuates greatly, daily

bandwidth usage is less than 30%, and there are spikes in bandwidth usage.
● You can select traffic-based billing when enabling CDN.

Billing Details
Billing Rule Billing Period Description

Billing item: traffic
Payment: post payment
Billing method: You are
billed based on traffic
tiers. The traffic usage is
accumulated in each
calendar month.
Conversion rule: 1 GB =
1024 MB

You are billed on an
hourly basis. The
usage in an hour is
usually billed four
hours later.
Example: Fees
generated from 18:00
to 19:00 are deducted
at about 23:30
(subject to the
system).

You are billed by the traffic
used per hour.

 

NO TE

● Bandwidth usage = Traffic used per day (GB)/(Peak bandwidth (Mbit/s) x 10.54). The
number 10.54 indicates that a bandwidth of 1 Mbit/s at 100% usage generates a daily
traffic of approximately 10.54 GB.

● Fees for bills generated from 23:00:00 to 00:00:00 will be deducted at 15:20:00 on the
following day.
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Pricing Details
For details about CDN pricing, see Pricing Details.

Example
Traffic-based billing has five tiers: 0 TB to 10 TB (included), 10 TB to 50 TB
(included), 50 TB to 100 TB (included), 100 TB to 1 PB (included), over 1 PB.

Example: The traffic consumed by company A from January 1 to January 10 is
10,000 GB, and the traffic consumed from 00:00:00 to 01:00:00 on January 11 is
300 GB. By 01:00:00 on January 11, the total consumed traffic is 10,300 GB. Of the
300 GB used from 00:00:00 to 01:00:00 on January 10, 240 GB is billed at the 0 GB
to 10 TB tier with a unit price of M1/GB. The remaining 60 GB is billed at the 10
TB to 50 TB tier with a unit price of M2/GB. In short, for the period from 00:00:00
to 01:00:00 on January 11, you would be billed 240 GB x M1/GB + 60 GB x
M2/GB.

Bill Run Time
The system generates a bill and automatically deducts fees from your account
balance four hours after a billing cycle ends. The bill for a month will be usually
generated on the third day of the next month. The actual bill generation time may
vary slightly from month to month.

2.2 Peak Bandwidth-based Billing

Scenarios
● Peak bandwidth-based billing suits you if the traffic curve of your site is stable

and the daily bandwidth usage is greater than 30%.
● You can select peak bandwidth-based billing when enabling CDN.

Billing Details
Billing Rule Billing Period Description

Billing item: peak
bandwidth
Payment: post payment
Billing method: You are
billed based on peak
bandwidth tiers.
Conversion rule: 1
Mbit/s = 1000 kbit/s

You are billed on a
daily basis. The usage
for each day (00:00:00
to 23:59:59) will be
billed on the following
day.

The system measures and
records a peak bandwidth
every 5 minutes, so 288
records are collected per
day. The highest peak
bandwidth per day is used
as the billable bandwidth.
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NO TE

● Bandwidth usage = Traffic used per day (GB)/(Peak bandwidth (Mbit/s) x 10.54). The
number 10.54 indicates that a bandwidth of 1 Mbit/s at 100% usage generates a daily
traffic of approximately 10.54 GB.

Pricing Details
For details about CDN pricing, see Pricing Details.

Example
Peak bandwidth-based billing has five tiers: 0 Mbit/s to 100 Mbit/s (included), 100
Mbit/s to 500 Mbit/s (included), 500 Mbit/s to 5 Gbit/s (included), 5 Gbit/s to 20
Gbit/s (included), and over 20 Gbit/s.

Example 1: Company B's peak bandwidth on a day is 2000 Mbit/s, falling in the
500 Mbit/s to 5 Gbit/s tier. The unit price for this tier is M3/Mbit/s. Therefore, the
bill amount of the company on that day is 2000 Mbit/s x M3/Mbit/s.

Example 2: Company B's peak bandwidth on a day is 300 Mbit/s, falling in the
100 Mbit/s to 500 Mbit/s tier. The unit price for this tier is M2/Mbit/s. Therefore,
the bill amount of the company on that day is 300 Mbit/s x M2/Mbit/s.

Bill Run Time
The system generates a bill at about 20:00:00 (GMT+08:00) on the next day and
automatically deducts fees from your account balance. A monthly bill will be
generated on the third day of the next month. The actual bill generation time may
vary slightly from month to month.

2.3 Billing by 95th Percentile Bandwidth

Scenarios
Billing by 95th percentile bandwidth suits you if your monthly expenditure is
greater than $15,000 USD. Contact your account manager and apply for this
billing option.

CDN
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Billing Details
Billing Rule Billing Period Description

Billing item: peak
bandwidth
Payment: post
payment
Billing method: You
are billed by peak
bandwidth at the
contract price.
Conversion rule: 1
Mbit/s = 1000 kbit/s

You are billed on a
monthly basis. The
usage for each
month will be billed
in the following
month.

In each calendar month, the
peak bandwidth is measured
and recorded every 5 minutes
on each valid day. At the end of
the month, the records are
sorted from the highest to the
lowest, and the top 5% of the
records are thrown away. Then
the highest bandwidth value in
the remaining records is the
billable bandwidth of the
month.

 

NO TE

Valid day: Any day when traffic is consumed is considered a valid day.
Measurement point: The bandwidth used is sampled every 5 minutes. There are 288 data
samples per day.

Example
Company C's 95th percentile bandwidth billing took effect on October 1, 2020,
and the contract price is M/Mbit/s per month.

Suppose that there are X valid days in October, so there are 288 x X measurement
points. The top 5% of these bandwidth values are thrown away, and the highest
bandwidth value in the remaining records is the billable bandwidth, which is
marked as Max95. Therefore, the billable amount for company C in October is
Max95 x M x (X/Total days in October).

Bill Run Time
A bill will be generated at about 20:00:00 (GMT+08:00) on the first day of the
next month. The actual bill generation time may vary. After a bill is generated, the
system automatically deducts the billed amount from your account balance.

2.4 Billing by Average Daily Peak Bandwidth

Scenarios
Billing by average daily peak bandwidth suits you if your monthly expenditure is
greater than $15,000 USD. Contact your account manager and apply for this
billing option.

CDN
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Billing Details
Billing Rule Billing Period Description

Billing item: peak
bandwidth
Payment: post payment
Billing method: You are
billed by average daily
peak bandwidth at the
contract price.
Conversion rule: 1
Mbit/s = 1000 kbit/s

You are billed on a
monthly basis.
The usage for each
month will be
billed in the
following month.

At the end of each calendar
month, the system calculates
the average of peak bandwidth
of valid days in this month. The
average value is the billable
bandwidth of the month and
the bill is generated based on
the contract price.

 

NO TE

Valid day: Any day when traffic is consumed is considered a valid day.
Measurement point: The bandwidth used is sampled every 5 minutes. There are 288 data
samples per day.

Example
Company D pays for CDN based on the average daily peak bandwidth. The billing
option took effect on December 15, 2020, and the contract price is M/Mbit/s per
month.

Suppose there are X days in December counted as valid days, and the peak
bandwidth of valid days are recorded as Max_1, Max_2, ..., Max_X. Then the
average peak bandwidth is Average (Max_1, Max_2, ..., Max_X). Therefore, the
billable amount of the company in December is:

Average (Max_1, Max_2, ..., Max_X) x M x (X/Total days in December)

Bill Run Time
A bill will be generated at about 20:00:00 (GMT+08:00) on the first day of the
next month. The actual bill generation time may vary. After a bill is generated, the
system automatically deducts the billed amount from your account balance.

2.5 Prepaid Traffic Packages

Scenarios
If you choose traffic-based billing when enabling CDN and your site will generate
a large volume of traffic, you are advised to buy traffic packages of appropriate
specifications to save money.

CDN
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Purchase
● Log in to CDN console, click Buy Traffic Package on the right of the

Dashboard page, and buy traffic packages. For details about the prices of
traffic packages, see Pricing Details.

● For details about how to view the purchased traffic packages, see Package
Management.

Billing Details

Package quota: 500 GB to 1 PB. A traffic package is valid for 6 months or 1 year.

Conversion rule: 1 GB = 1024 MB

Payment: one-off payment. Packages take effect immediately after purchase.
Traffic packages cannot be unsubscribed from.

Deduction: Your traffic package is used first if you have one. Traffic consumed
beyond the package will be billed on a pay-per-use basis. Traffic deducted from a
package will not be counted during tiered pricing.

Billing item: traffic generated when users access CDN nodes and traffic generated
by whole site acceleration. The number of requests for whole site acceleration are
billed separately.

Billing period: an hour. Traffic used in an hour will be deducted from a traffic
package four hours later.

Usage scope: Chinese mainland or International. Traffic packages can be used
to deduct fees of traffic generated only in the Chinese mainland or outside the
Chinese mainland.

Notes
1. Traffic packages can be used only when traffic-based billing is used.
2. If you have enabled whole site acceleration and want to purchase traffic

packages, you must purchase a traffic package separately for the Chinese
mainland and for outside the Chinese mainland.

3. All domain names in your account with the same service area as that of a
traffic package share the traffic package.
Example: A customer purchases a 200 TB normal Chinese mainland traffic
package. The customer has a domain name and the service area of the
domain name is global. This traffic package can be used to deduct the traffic
generated by nodes in the Chinese mainland, but cannot be used to deduct
the traffic generated by nodes outside the Chinese mainland. To deduct traffic
generated by nodes outside the Chinese mainland, the customer must
purchase an International traffic package.

4. If you purchase multiple traffic packages, the traffic quota increases but the
validity period is not extended. The traffic package with the earliest expiration
date is used first.
Example: A customer purchases two Chinese mainland traffic packages.
Traffic package 1: 500 GB normal traffic package, which is valid for six
months, from June 06, 2021 to December 06, 2021.
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Traffic package 2: 200 TB normal traffic package, which is valid for one year,
from July 06, 2021 to July 06, 2022.
Fee deduction: Traffic package 1 is used first. After traffic package 1 is used
up, traffic package 2 is used.

5. A traffic package will automatically expire when it reaches the end of its
validity period, and any remaining traffic in the package can no longer be
used. Traffic consumed beyond the package will be billed on a pay-per-use
basis.

6. A package can be used only by the buyer account.
7. If you change traffic-based billing to another billing option, your purchased

packages will be frozen until the billing option is changed back to the traffic-
based billing.

8. CDN cannot share a traffic package with Live and VOD.
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3 Value-added Service Billing

The CDN value-added service is billed based on the number of whole site
acceleration requests.

If you enabled whole site acceleration, besides the basic service fee, the number of
requests for dynamic and static content will be billed as well.

Whole site acceleration fee = Basic service fee (for traffic or bandwidth) + Fee for
whole site acceleration requests. For details, see Pricing Details.
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4 Changing the Billing Option

You can change the billing option to a suitable one based on your service
requirements.

Procedure
1. Log in to the CDN console.
2. In the navigation pane, choose Dashboard.
3. In the upper right corner, view the current billing option. To change the billing

option, click Change.

4. Select the target billing option and click OK.

Important Notes
● If you change from billing by traffic or peak bandwidth to another one, the

change will take effect at 00:00:00 (GMT+08:00) on the night of the day you
submitted the change.

● If you change from billing by 95th percentile bandwidth or average daily peak
bandwidth to another one, the change will take effect from 00:00:00 (GMT
+08:00) on the first day of the next month.

● You can change the billing mode from 95th percentile bandwidth or average
daily peak bandwidth billing to traffic-based or bandwidth-based on the
console. To change the billing mode from traffic-based or bandwidth-based to
95th percentile bandwidth billing or average daily peak bandwidth billing,
contact the key account manager of Huawei Cloud.

● If you have submitted a billing option change, you can still change the billing
option before the submitted change takes effect, and the final billing option is
subject to your last change.

CDN
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5 Traffic Package Renewal

If you have purchased a traffic package, you can renew it or purchase it again. You
can perform the operations on the Renewals page. For details, see How Do I
Renew an Existing Traffic Package?

Procedure
1. Log in to the Huawei Cloud console. Choose Service List > Content Delivery

& Edge Computing > Content Delivery Network.

The CDN console is displayed.

2. On the top menu bar, choose Billing & Costs > Renewal.

3. On the Renewals page, you can perform the following operations on a traffic
package:

Renew it to extend its validity period or restore the package quota. For details,
see Renewal Rules.

Buy it again and define its validity period. For details, see Buying Again.

Important Notes
1. No discount is provided for traffic package renewal.

2. If you renew a traffic package, the renewed traffic package will take effect
when the original traffic package expires.

CDN
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3. If you buy a traffic package again, you can specify the new traffic package to
take effect immediately or at a specific time.
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6 Expiration and Overdue Payment

Handling Arrears

● If your account is in arrears, your cloud resources will enter a grace period
and then retention period. For details about how to handle service suspension
due to arrears, see Service Suspension and Resource Release.

● View the outstanding amount of your account in the Billing Center and pay
the outstanding amount by referring to How Does a Common Huawei Cloud
Customer Pay (in Post Payment Mode).

About Arrears

● During the grace period, the CDN service is not stopped, but domain names
cannot be added to CDN.

● When your account balance is used up and your account enters the retention
period due to using other Huawei Cloud services, you cannot use CDN for
acceleration if you use CDN services that need to be deducted from your
account balance, such as pay-per-use CDN services and whole site
acceleration.

● If your account enters the retention period due to outstanding payments, the
service termination policy of CDN will be triggered. If the service termination
policy is set to Redirect to origin server, CDN will provide the retrieval
service within 30 days after the service termination policy is triggered. After
30 days, your acceleration domain name cannot be accessed.

Balance Alert

● If you are using a traffic package, you are advised to enable the usage alert
function. If the remaining quota of the traffic package drops below a
configured threshold, an SMS message or email will be sent to you.

CDN
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7 Viewing Expenditure Bills

For details about how to view CDN expenditure details, see Bills.

Mapping Between Usage Types and Billing Items in CDN Bills

Table 7-1 Mapping

Specificati
ons

Usage Type Billing Item Conversi
on Rule

Chinese
mainland

Number of requests Number of whole site
acceleration requests
(value-added service fee)

-

Traffic Traffic fee (can be deducted
from traffic packages)

1024

Peak bandwidth in the
Chinese mainland

Peak bandwidth fee 1000

95th percentile
bandwidth in the
Chinese mainland

95th percentile bandwidth
fee

1000

Average daily peak
bandwidth in the
Chinese mainland

Average daily peak
bandwidth fee

1000

Outside the
Chinese
mainland

Number of requests
outside the Chinese
mainland

Number of whole site
acceleration requests
(value-added service fee)

-

Traffic outside the
Chinese mainland

Traffic fee (can be deducted
from traffic packages)

1024

Peak bandwidth
outside the Chinese
mainland

Peak bandwidth fee 1000
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Specificati
ons

Usage Type Billing Item Conversi
on Rule

95th percentile
bandwidth outside the
Chinese mainland

95th percentile bandwidth
fee

1000

Average daily peak
bandwidth outside the
Chinese mainland

Average daily peak
bandwidth fee

1000
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8 High Bill Risk Warning

If your site is attacked or has malicious traffic coming, there may be sudden traffic
spikes that result in a bill higher than your normal expenditures. This part
describes the potential risks and solutions.

● Risks
Attacks and malicious traffic generate excessive bandwidth usage, and you
need to pay significantly more than you usually do.

● Solutions

a. Configure access control (including referer validation, IP address blacklist
and whitelist, and URL authentication) for domain names to avoid
unnecessary traffic or bandwidth consumption. For details, see Access
Control.

NO TE

To ensure the integrity of statistics and accuracy of bills, a bill is usually generated
after a billing cycle ends. For details, see Basic Service Billing. Therefore, the bill time
is later than the time when resources are consumed, so you cannot check the real-
time resource consumption through bills. This is due to the distributed architecture of
CDN nodes. This method is widely used.
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9 Billing for Whole Site Acceleration

Scenarios
Whole site acceleration pricing includes a basic fee for site acceleration and fee for
value-added services. For details, see Pricing Details.

Billing Details
1. Basic service fee

– You will be billed according to billing rules listed in Basic Service Billing.
– Traffic generated by whole site acceleration can be deducted from traffic

packages.
2. Value-added service fee

– You will be billed based on the number of user requests for dynamic and
static content sent to the system. The billing standards for the number of
requests for dynamic and static content are the same.

Example
If you have enabled whole site acceleration, your billing option is traffic-based
billing, and you have purchased a traffic package, you will be billed for the
following items:

1. Basic service fee: deducted from the traffic package.
2. Value-added service fee: Number of whole site acceleration requests (Q x

10,000 requests) x Unit price $0.023 USD per 10,000 requests. The fee cannot
be deducted from the traffic package and will be deducted from your account
balance.
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10 OBS Billing for CDN Acceleration

If you store content in OBS buckets for users to download, you are advised to use
OBS together with CDN to improve the download speed and save nearly 2/3
traffic costs.

Billing Rules
● CDN charges you for traffic generated when users access CDN nodes.
● OBS charges you for outbound traffic to CDN nodes.

The following figure shows the billing.

About Discounts
OBS provides origin pull packages to reduce your traffic costs. Traffic generated
during retrieval will be preferentially deducted from origin pull packages. For
details, see OBS Pricing Details.

Important Notes
If you want to use an OBS bucket as the origin server, you can set Origin Server
Type to OBS bucket or Domain name. For details, see Modifying Origin Server
Details. The CDN retrieval fee varies depending on the OBS bucket version or how
the OBS bucket connects to CDN.

● If you set Origin Server Type to OBS bucket and select an OBS bucket of 3.0
or later version, you can enjoy discounts for the CDN retrieval traffic.

● If you set Origin Server Type to OBS bucket and select an OBS bucket of
earlier than 3.0, or set Origin Server Type to Domain name and enter the
domain name of an OBS bucket, you are charged based on the billing
standard of Internet outbound traffic.
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● If you set Origin Server Type to OBS bucket, only OBS buckets (public and
private) in the Chinese mainland, Hong Kong (China), Singapore, Bangkok,
South Africa, Mexico, and Brazil can be selected. If you want to use a public
OBS bucket in other regions, set Origin Server Type to Domain name and
enter the domain name of the bucket. Private OBS buckets in other regions
cannot be connected to CDN.

● Purchase an origin pull traffic package in the region where your OBS bucket is
located. Otherwise, traffic cannot be deducted from the traffic package.
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11 Billing FAQ

Will I Be Billed If My Domain Name Is Under Attack?

Yes. The consumed traffic or bandwidth will be billed. For details, see Billing
Items.

If a domain name is under attack and the attacks affect other CDN users or pose
risks to CDN, CDN will ban the domain name, change its status to Disabled, and
disable the acceleration service for it. The domain name cannot be accessed but
its configuration is retained. When the attack stops, contact customer service to
unban the domain name.

● Solutions

a. Configure access control (including referer validation, IP address blacklist
and whitelist, and URL authentication) for domain names to avoid
unnecessary traffic or bandwidth consumption. For details, see Access
Control.

NO TE

To ensure the integrity of statistics and accuracy of bills, a bill is usually generated
after a billing cycle ends. For details, see Basic Service Billing. Therefore, the bill time
is later than the time when resources are consumed, so you cannot check the real-
time resource consumption through bills. This is due to the distributed architecture of
CDN nodes. This method is widely used.

Why Is the Traffic Usage in a Traffic Package Different from That Shown in
Statistical Analysis?

The traffic displayed on the Statistical Analysis page is updated in real time, but
traffic used in an hour will be deducted from a traffic package four hours later.

If Global Acceleration Is Configured, Are the Traffic and Bandwidth
Consumptions in and Outside the Chinese Mainland Billed Separately?

Yes. The traffic and bandwidth consumed in the Chinese mainland are billed based
on the prices for the Chinese mainland. The traffic and bandwidth consumed
outside the Chinese mainland are billed based on the prices for outside the
Chinese mainland. The unit prices are different.
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If I Purchase Only an International Traffic Package, How Will I Be Billed for
Traffic Generated on the Chinese Mainland?

Chinese and international traffic packages are billed separately.

● If you purchase only an international traffic package, traffic generated on the
Chinese mainland will be billed on a pay-per-use basis. For details, see Price
Calculator.

● If you purchase only a Chinese mainland traffic package, traffic generated
outside the Chinese mainland will be billed on a pay-per-use basis.

Why Is the Consumed Traffic Not Deducted from My Purchased Traffic
Package?

Your account is billed by traffic consumed. Traffic can be deducted from your
traffic package only when traffic-based billing is used.

Does CDN Charge for HTTP/HTTPS Requests?
● If you enabled whole site acceleration, besides the basic fees (traffic or

bandwidth fees), the number of requests will be charged as well.
● Other acceleration types, such as website acceleration and file download

acceleration, only generate basic fees (traffic or bandwidth fees).

Can Multiple Acceleration Domain Names Share the Same Traffic Package?
Yes. If you purchase a CDN traffic package of a service area, all domain names
under your account with the same service area can use traffic from the same
package.

Do CDN Traffic Packages Expire?
A CDN traffic package is valid for six months or one year. After this period elapses,
the traffic package becomes invalid.

How Do I Set an Alert for the Remaining Traffic in a Traffic Package?
1. Log in to the Huawei Cloud console and go to the Billing Center.
2. In the navigation pane, choose My Packages.

3. Click Remaining Usage Alert. In the dialog box displayed, switch on and set a
remaining usage threshold. See the following figure.
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4. Click OK.
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